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The purpose of this book is to point you to the power of Godâ€™s Word within you. If you do not
have Godâ€™s governing authority working through you to bring about His will in the earth, any
hope that you possess will be quickly swept away by this forthcoming conflict. This conflict is
manifesting itself increasingly within the natural realm and encroaching upon our society at an
alarming rate. War, famine, strange weather patterns, crimes of all kinds, and senseless murder
abound. These are signs of the times, and the only effective and relevant place to be is waging a
good war! Christians hardly realize that their presence in this world is not really favored. If the divine
hand of God did not protect us, Satan would use every possible means against us much more than
he already has. His attacks are going to increase as time comes to a close. The methods of his
attacks are going to become increasingly savvy; if Christians do not discern his tactics from a
position of spiritual warfare, we will not know how to circumvent him. The Church is headed for a
showdown with Satan and his cohorts. It is going to get aggressive the closer we get to the
Lordâ€™s return. Unless you possess the authority of a warrior by direct communion and anointing
from God, youâ€™ll be intimidated from going to battle, or worse, defeated by it!
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This book lives up to its title of taking a "holistic approach" as it promotes a dozen or more
alternative therapies to prevent and heal outbreaks.When this book was published there was very
little scientific research available on specific treatments for herpes except for one drug, so I didn't

expect to find much in the way of research study citations to support the validity of most of the
alternative therapies discussed here.However, the author does a good job of providing credible
sources and important information throughout the book, whether it be about statistics, prevention
strategies, early warning signs, who gets herpes or drug-free remedies, including the familiar amino
acid lysine.Any health practitioner will tell you the key to avoiding future outbreaks is to keep the
immune and nervous systems healthy, which is exactly what this book tells you how to do in a clear,
straightforward manner.

Its very good and very oh so helpful its the first book that I have read that really addresses the
PROBLEM instead of making it worse. Its worth it, to avoid an outbreak every so often

This is the most relevant approach to controlling herpes that I have found. Anyone can follow her
program. Ms Picozzi reviews how to bolster the immune system through diet, stress management,
exercise. The overall result is a healthier body and immune system. After a number of years of
searching for a resource that is concise, useable and effective, this book is well worth the money.
Thank you Michele!

This book was originally listed as something entirely different when I purchased it.It was not
'Warriors Arise'. lolLet's just say, it served it's purpose and had some good ideas. I'm not sure
where that book is now... :o
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